Using the laptop in bed is a very awesome thing :O

More funny quotes and pictures at http://www.funchamps.net/
I don't sugar coat shit, I'm not willy nilly

Like · Comment · Share
Michelle Pamela Keily, Maria Andrews, Gemma Bresnihan and 17 others like this.

Recent Posts by Others on Using the laptop in bed

Sally Steyn
How do I remove these "using the laptop in t
June 26 at 1:58pm

Tänyä Äggårwål
https://www.facebook.com/#!/photo.php?
June 26 at 9:31am

Flora Diana Unger
June 25 at 1:13am

Deidre Pinder
I've read about this cat. It looks like this d
June 16 at 4:20am
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I don't always dance and sing at the top of my lungs when blasting music in the car, but when I do, I make sure to "act normal" at stoplights.

Like · Comment · Share
Davondra LaShaye Holliday, Jack Nemo Langton, others like this.

View 4 more comments

Ashley Raymond Collins I make sure im e:
light
31 minutes ago via mobile

Nikki Khany Sammy Khan lool
25 minutes ago via mobile
I believe in empathy. I am always willing to put myself in someone else's shoes. Unless I am wearing crocs, then I can go fuck themselves.
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Don't worry I'm only a threat to others not myself.

Don't keep asking me if I'm mad until I get mad and then say, "See, you're mad!"

Because I will stab you.
Do not educate your children to be rich.
Educate them to be happy.
So when they grow up, they’ll know the value of things, not the price.
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Dear Millionaires,
If you don't have a bookshelf that SPINS into another room, give me your MONEY. You are spending it wrong.
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Like · Comment · Share
Vanessa Rivera Sosa, Khalelah Joseph, Jessica Louise and 548 others like this.
View 2 more comments

Amelia Priest Sarah Jane lol
11 hours ago via mobile

Dan Nicholls Lolly Leffler this meme totally gets how we'd spens money
10 hours ago via mobile
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Like · Comment · Share
Aaron Venantius Lewis, Veronica Manogatá Mign and 738 others like this.
View 8 more comments

Layal Al-Ali yeaaaaahhh h !!! \m/
4 hours ago

Aaron Venantius Lewis me too \m/
about a minute ago
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Like · Comment · Share
Stacey M Haberberger, Bea Bontó, Neil Johnson and 317 others like this.
View 7 more comments

Thomas Demon Boyden Fuck that why aren't all cars like the dodge hemi and the corvette firebird 67 and 71 just update the engines to manage eco regulations and keep the fucking sex appeal we have the technology dammit
**Thomas Demon Boyden**  Half gas half petrol cut out engine with elasty plastic panels and up rated engine management chips and cpus come on people its not rocket science  
12 hours ago

**Using the laptop in bed**  
16 hours ago
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Being kinky doesn't make me a bad girl; it makes me a good girl, because good girls do what they're told.

---

Like · Comment · Share

Barbara Canehead, Gemma Coombes, Lucy Wybrew and 183 others like this.

**Emma Jane Hyde**  Michael Horn  
15 hours ago via mobile  ·  1
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A poem about me:

I hate mornings.
I wish I was drunk.

The End.

Anti-social? No, not at all. We believe ourselves to be socially-selective, and we've selected to avoid you.
An old Cherokee told his grandson:

"My son, there's a battle between two wolves inside us all.

One is Evil.
It's anger, jealousy, greed, resentment, inferiority, lies and ego.

The other is Good.
It's joy, peace, love, hope, humility, kindness, & truth.

The boy thought about it, and asked:
"Grandfather, which wolf wins?"

The old man quietly replied:
"The one you feed."
Adults think kids are naive for believing in Santa, yet adults are posting scams that they believe will win them 500 dollar gift cards on Facebook.

Stacey Bullet-For My-Valentine Sivewright lol

And free iPhones
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You have to stop crying, and you have to go kick some ass.

-Lady Gaga
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Adam James: Some time ago I forgot why I initially "Liked" this group. Especially since all the admin ever shares are pictures of melodramatic self-help tampon drippings. "More funny quotes and pictures at..."

You post neither. Thank you for reminding me that the removal of you from my feed is long, long overdue.

Yesterday at 9:59am · 1

Sarah Jennings: I was just about to say this too Adam! Until about a week ago we'd get the odd funny pic or motivational phrase. Now the administrator has either 1 had a breakup which they are not handling well, 2 had melodramatic friends recommend the superior sulky feeling which comes with vague-booking, or 3 been replaced by a teenager. Either way, I'm out. Ciao.

19 hours ago

Lana Richardson: Never disrespec good reason to be

Yesterday at 8:08am
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Like · Comment · Share

Valerie Duffy, Liana Foster, Nicole Jackson and 564 others like this.

View 5 more comments

فرح FaRaH Uzair Hashmi
Yesterday at 9:44am · 1

Jane Caple Hilliard Too true !!!
22 hours ago
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Like · Comment · Share

Bea Bontó, Nahwat Shahin, Aini Azlin and 721 others like this.

View 15 more comments

Sheikha Jailani Hell yeaah!
12 hours ago

Dominica Crawley Too true.
5 hours ago
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Like · Comment · Share

Penelope Lette, Nicole Commander, Luigi A Bufalino and 121 others like this.

Fräulein Hauteclaque That "y" at the end of it just killed it for me.
Yesterday at 5:27am

Like · Comment · Share

Stephan Jelinic, Katie Sasse, Liana Foster and 45 others like this.

Using the laptop in bed | Facebook https://www.facebook.com/pages/Using-the-laptop-in-bed/95445955714?...
We met for a reason, either you’re a blessing or a lesson.
There is a difference between giving
and knowing why you have had enough.
Like · Comment · Share

Liana Foster, Maria Farag, Magnat Sukatyte and 287 others like this.

Robert Kuhlmann Great
Monday at 11:34pm via mobile
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Like · Comment · Share

Antonella Mongiardo, Saba H.S, Christelle Bukum others like this.

View 8 more comments

Dorsa Az Arzu Avci Melika Alizadeh
4 hours ago · 2
Melika Alizadeh Dorsa Az ooh shut up
4 hours ago via mobile
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Like · Comment · Share

Prabhjot Kaur, Liana Foster, Evie Mavromoustakis and 135 others like this.

Lana Richardson, Sue Milton, Virginia McKellar and LaDonna Bailey
Bullshit! There are other fa
Monday at 12:06pm via mobile

Adam James No.
23 hours ago
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I don't know what's worse:
People who lie
or
people who think I am stupid enough to believe the lies!
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"I don't hate people, I just feel better when they aren't around."

-Charles Bukowski

Like · Comment · Share

Amber Hockley, Annie Jones, Layal Al-Ali and 438 others like this.

Rikki-lee Lovell Kim Lowe Katrina Thornborough
Monday at 3:06am via mobile · 2

Katrina Thornborough Pretty much Rikki-lee Lovell
Monday at 3:08am via mobile · 2
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Like · Comment · Share

Liana Foster, Chaitanya Khanna, Méghä Nägar an

Peggy Sue Second chances are fine, not this person is genuine they respect your boundaries for yourself, if they don't... There's the door. W
Monday at 2:22am via mobile
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I am who I am, accept me, reject me but I'm still me.

Shivaya S Singh .......And I'll always b me
Monday at 1:24am
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Using the laptop in bed | Facebook

Like · Comment · Share

Khawla Koko, Braza Mae, Evie Mavromoustakis and 281 others like this.

View 5 more comments

Shivnithaa Serena Clarity Ascencio lol
Monday at 1:20am via mobile

Clarity Sonia Ascencio Hahaha I've done both I guess we can say we are best friend forever then hahaha aww miss you
Shivnithaa Serena
Monday at 4:12am
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I DON'T NEED ANYONE WHO DON'T NEED ME.

Like · Comment · Share

Liana Foster, Christelle Bukumbabu NgoKas, Virginia McKellar and 207 others like this.

Kate Hegarty You do, however, need somebody who'll teach you grammar.
Sunday at 10:35pm · 6

Monika Connolly *doesn't*
Sunday at 10:43pm via mobile · 5
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Don’t forget to always smile. You never know who’s looking at you, wishing you could be theirs.
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Dealing with backstabbers, there was one thing I learned. They're only powerful when your back is turned.

Eminem

Liana Foster, Maria Farag, Evie Mavromoustakis and 533 others like this.

Sally Theed This is very true .........
Sunday at 4:11pm · 1

Kirsty Hair READ ON OR DIE TONIGHT AT 10:35 ... ... P.M .9 years ago ... a person named jerry got dared to sleep in a house that was believed haunted. The .. Next day his friends waited for him outside the house.... .... ... They had to go inside and search... See More
Sunday at 4:24pm via mobile

Like · Comment · Share

Shristi Rajbhandari, Danielle Fontaine, Amy-Lee I like this.

View 1 more comment

Jesse Lugo Oh well. I'll survive!!!
Sunday at 5:46pm via mobile

Roman Fonik Yeah, but if you're fat... then ;)
Sunday at 8:51pm · 1
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Chaitanya Khanna, Méghä Nāgar, Leonie Black Sn this.

View 2 more comments

Linda Featherbe  I dont have relationships
Sunday at 2:30pm via mobile

Nicholas Smith  Very true... no pain.. no gain
Sunday at 3:36pm via mobile